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ABSTRACT
In this work, we introduce a new yet important NLP task in scien-

tific domain that is generating comparative arguments that aim to

present an invention’s technical novelty by comparing it to one or

multiple prior works. Any success on this task is a fundamental

step towards the goal of enabling machines to think and write like

scientists. So we create and release a dataset of good quality and size

for benchmarking. We report and analyze the results of advanced

text generation models, which uncover the unique challenge of this

task compared to traditional argument generation tasks: there is a

significant topic gap between inputs and output when the output is

comparing instead of summarizing the inputs. We study the impact

of the topics on the generation performance and investigate the

possibility of learning, predicting, and utilizing the topics. Finally,

this work discusses promising directions to achieve the goal.

1 INTRODUCTION
Can machines read, think, and write like scientists? Comparative

arguments aim to compare one item against something else and

distinguish their similarities and differences, which are widely used

to present the technical novelty of the scientist’s invention [25].

For the invention to have good scientific or commercial value, it is

a significant improvement on prior art [21]. Below is an example:

the work of Transformers [20] argued that compared to itself, two

papers, factorization tricks [9] and conditional computation [17],

“the fundamental constraint of sequential computation,
however, remains”

after summarized them as:

“recent work has achieved significant improvements in
computational efficiency through factorization tricks
[21] and conditional computation [32], while also im-
proving model performance in case of the latter.”

This work presents the first study on automatic scientific compara-

tive argument generation.

We define this problem as follows. Suppose a machine is given a

brief description of the idea of an invention, a brief summary of one
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or multiple prior works, and the information of the prior works.

Specifically, the input includes the abstract of paper 𝐴 (denoted

by 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴), the summary sentence(s) in 𝐴 citing a set of papers

B (denoted by 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦), and the full-text of papers in B (denoted by

𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B). The machine aims to generate a comparative argument

(denoted by 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔) that claims the weaknesses of prior works

B and/or technical novelty of 𝐴. The above two quoted texts are

examples for 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 and 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦, respectively. 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 often has

the word “however”.

To benchmark and analyze this problem, we collect 59,765 data

examples in computer science from S2ORC [12], employ advanced

neural generative models such as BART [10], and evaluate the

trained models using both automatic metrics and human. Results

reflects good fluency and informativeness of the generated argu-

ments, however, the models fail to deliver quality content: < .08 on

BLEU-2 score, < .03 on BLEU-4, and < 15% on consistency of the

output topics compared to references.

The gap between the topics of input and output texts, in other

words, capturing the aspect to compare the multiple input texts,

is a unique challenge of comparative argument generation that

traditional argument generation tasks do not have [5–8]. For ex-

ample, counter-arguments or contrastive claims had a different

stance or opinion but the same topics as the original argument or

claim. In our problem, the common topics between 𝐴 and B are

the research fields they work on, such as “neural network” and

“machine translation”; and the topics of 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 are the many as-

pects that prior works have substantial issues or inventions have

a substantial improvement. In machine learning, three common

aspects are method assumption, labelled/training data amount, and
computational complexity.

To further understand the role of topics in comparative argument

generation, we recruit machine learning experts to annotate the

aspects of comparison. We have 2,639 examples whose 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔

are confidently labelled as one of the three topics. We empirically

investigate the possibilities of utilizing and learning the topic infor-

mation. We observe that if given accurate topics, the topic-guided

generation models are able to produce scientific comparative argu-

ments of quality content: > 76% on topic consistency via human

evaluation. Unfortunately, the trained topic classifiers could not

predict the topics accurately so the content quality would still be

poor when the generation was guided by the predicted topics.

The main contributions of this study are:

• introducing a new yet important argument generation task in

scientific domain and releasing a dataset for benchmarking;
1
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Average number of words Data splitting

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_𝐵 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 Train Valid Test

SCAG 211.7 1709.7 39.2 21.6 53,765 3,000 3,000

SCAGml 200.5 2470.4 48.4 23.1 2,039 300 300

Table 1: Statistics of benchmark datasets.

• uncovering the unique challenge of the task – topic gap and

studying its impact on model performance, especially on

content quality;

• presenting an opinion with evidence that reasoning the top-

ics of comparative arguments is a nontrivial obstacle of a

scientific AI.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Scientific Text Generation
People are curious about whether computers can write scientific

papers. SCIgen was a program that generated random computer

science papers using a hand-written context-free grammar [15].

PaperRobot [23] was a text-to-text generation system that produced

abstract from title, conclusions from the abstract, and next paper’s

title from the conclusions. SciGen [13] suggested a table-to-text

NLG task and gave a dataset for automatically summarizing exper-

imental results. SciXGen [4] expanded the input to multi-modal

objects including tables, figures, theorems, and equations. AutoCite

[24] fused multi-modal representations for generating citation sen-

tences. Turing test on PaperRobot showed that a human expert

chose the system’s output over human’s output 12–30% time (still

much lower than 50%) when they were mixed. The above systems

might generate some new statements as fluent sentences which

looked different from existing literature and was getting hard to

distinguish from human-written texts. However, they are not as in-

telligent as human research assistants, due to their lack of reasoning

abilities about scientific innovation like making comparisons.

2.2 Argument Generation
Generating arguments is useful in many domains such as politics,

business, and sports. Some approaches considered the task as sum-

marization [22] or making conclusions [18] of argumentative texts.

A greater line of work focused on generating arguments with op-

posite views. To generate them from given claims and stances, Hua

et al. combined neural generation model with retriever to create

the arguments under the opposite stance. Hidey and McKeown

built a sequence-to-sequence model to rewrite claims into con-

trastive claims. In order to explicitly control the argument content,

content planning techniques have been applied to generate counter-

arguments [7]. Recent work utilized pre-trained language models

to generate arguments conditioned on a specific aspect [16] or a

given attribute such as stance and user-belief [1]. Our work is the

first attempt to study comparative arguments generation, where

the arguments are derived by the comparison between two studies.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND
BENCHMARKING

A comparative argument is an argument that tries to explain how

two subjects are either similar or different. In scientific literature,

comparative argument 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔citing paper 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴 and cited paper 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_𝐵

“computational complexity”neural network machine translation

“model assumption”

Figure 1: We use SciBERT embeddings (of 768 dimensions)
and t-SNE to represent the input and output texts in two-
dimensional spaces, as shown on the left and right, respec-
tively. It’s unlike summarization – comparing two papers of
the same or different topics (colored clusters) may lead to
different or the same topics in the argument’s embedding
space. There is a significant semantic gap between the topics
of input and output due to the comparison.
comparative arguments are often made along with a citation be-

havior, as compare/contrast is an important citation function [19].

Authors usually cite and summarize the related paper(s) and then

make an argument to explain the difference between the cited works

and their current work.

The problem is defined as follows in which the textual variables

have been mentioned in Section 1:

Definition (Scientific comparative argument generation).

Given𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴, 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B, and 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦, generate𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔. The generation
model requires to maximize 𝑃 (𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 |𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴, 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B, 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦).

We collect a benchmark dataset (named SCAG) in a few steps

from the S2ORC corpus that contains over 80 million papers from

many research fields, with rich information such as paper meta-

data, abstracts, and citation edges [12]. First, we select papers in

Computer Science based on the identifier 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑_𝑜 𝑓 _𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 . Second,

we extract pairs of paper and cited paper set (𝐴,B) that satisfy:
• In the full text of 𝐴, there is a sentence where 𝐴 cites a set

of papers B with citation marks.

• Right after 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦, there is a sentence has the word “however”

that indicates the comparison between 𝐴 and B.

• The abstract of paper 𝐴 has more than 50 words.

• The text of each paper 𝐵 ∈ B has more than 50 words.

Then we remove the citation marks from the sentences and replace

acronyms of concepts with their complete names. Finally, the SCAG

dataset has 59,765 examples. We split it into train, validation, and

test sets. Statistics can be found in Table 1.

3.1 Topic Gap Caused by Comparison
Traditionally, generated arguments have the same topics (though of

the same or different opinions or stances) with input argumentative

text. For example, the summary of a political opinion article should

discuss the political topics; the contrast arguments of a restaurant

review or a movie review should describe the aspects of restau-

rants or movies. However, we hypothesize that comparing two

documents (especially scientific approaches) may lead to a different

topic space of the documents.

Figure 1 visually presents data-driven evidence about our hy-

pothesis. We use a large pre-trained BERT model in scientific do-

mains, called SciBERT [3] to obtain distributed representations of
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Training datasets Topic guidance

SCAG SCAGml Predicted Given

M1 ✓

M2 ✓

M3 ✓ ✓

M4 ✓ ✓

M5 ✓ ✓

M6 ✓ ✓ ✓

M7 ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 2: We develop seven models (M1–M7) based on a pre-
trained BART to perform comparative argument generation.
citing papers and cited papers in the SCAG dataset. These repre-

sentation vectors have 768 dimensions. Then we use t-distributed

stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) to project the vectors into

a two-dimensional space. We use the K-means clustering algorithm

to find the topics in the semantic space. The topics are shown as col-

ored clusters on the left of Figure 1. We do the same operations on

the output text, i.e., comparative arguments, which are visualized

on the right-hand size of the figure. We observe that comparing

two papers of the same or different topics (colored clusters) may

lead to different or the same topics in the argument’s embedding

space. There is a significant semantic gap between the topics of

input and output due to the comparison.

To study the topics of comparison, we recruit machine learning
experts to annotate the comparative arguments. We require anno-

tators to label their confidence on labelling the topics of arguments

and find three common topics that have the highest confidence:

(1) method assumption, (2) labelled/training data amount, and (3)

computational complexity. Finally, we have 2,039, 300, and 300 an-

notated examples about machine learning. We name this dataset

“SCAGml”. Statistics can be found in the second row of Table 1.

4 MODELS
We aim to develop advanced natural language generation (NLG)

models to investigate the impact of the data and the labelled output

topics on the performance of generating scientific comparative

arguments. The settings of seven models are presented in Table 2.

NLG backbone. We choose BART [10] as the backbone model for

our study. It is a transformer encoder-decoder model with a bidi-

rectional encoder and an autoregressive decoder. Specifically, we

use the pre-trained facebook/bart-base on Hugging Face. Existing

studies show that BART is effective when fine-tuned for text gener-

ation. The input sequence is the concatenation of 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴, 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B,

and 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦 by a special token “[SEP]”. If there are multiple cited

papers (|B| > 1), they are concatenated by a special token “[SEPB]”

to make 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B. The maximum length of the input sequence is

set as 512. We use the complete 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦 and 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴, and for each

cited paper, we evenly use the frontmost text and cut off the rest.

𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 is supposed to be the output sequence.

Training datasets. SCAGml is a subset of SCAG. In terms of

research fields, the articles in SCAGml are about machine learning,

and those in SCAG can be broader in computer science. Therefore,

when the target test set is in SCAGml, the training set in SCAG can

be used as out-of-domain training data for transfer learning. Model

M1 is trained on SCAG only. Models M2–M4 use only SCAGml but

M1 on: B-2 B-4 R-2 R-L MTR

SCAG-valid 8.21 2.90 4.86 20.77 11.48

SCAG-test 7.97 2.90 4.66 20.27 11.36

Table 3: Results of model M1 on SCAG data. Generating com-
parative arguments is challenging on the large benchmark
in computer science due to the topic gap.

not SCAG for training. Models M5–M7 are trained first on SCAG

and then on SCAGml. By comparing M1 and M2, we will know

whether there is a domain gap. By comparing M1 and M5, we will

know whether the transfer learning makes a positive impact.

Topic-guided design. Suppose we are given the topic of compar-

ative argument when we aim to generate the argument sentence.

We put the topic as a special token at the beginning of the input

sequence. BART can attend to this token via the encoder’s self

attention and decoder’s cross attention. Models such as M3, M4,

M6, and M7 adopt the topic-guided design.

Topic prediction. We add a two-layer perceptron to a BARTmodel

to predict the topic of arguments. In M3 and M6, the predicted topic

is added into the input sequence as a special token. If the accuracy

of topic prediction is perfect, the automated generation should have

the same quality as the generation that requires a given topic.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We answer three questions in the experiments: Q1) Given 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴,

𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B, and 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦, can BART generate high quality𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 when

trained and evaluated on the SCAG data? Q2) How much the topic

of 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 can improve the generation of its content? Q3) Can the

topic-guided generation be automated by predicting the topics?

5.1 Evaluation Methods
Automatic evaluation metrics. We report BLEU-2 (B-2), BLEU-

4 (B-4), ROUGE-2 recall (R-2), ROUGE-L F1 (R-L), and METEOR

(MTR) [2, 11, 14]. BLEU is based on n-gram precision. ROUGE is a

recall-oriented metric. METEOR measures unigram precision and

recall by considering synonyms.

Human evaluation methods. We sampled 20 examples for each

comparison aspect (i.e., argument’s topic) from the test set of SCAGml.

We recruit 10 human experts in computer science to provide two

evaluations for each model generation. The annotators are given

the argument reference and asked to review the generation from

the following three perspectives: (1) fluency–denotes grammatical

fluency, (2) informativeness–measures the amount of informa-

tion, and (3) content quality–denotes the appropriateness of the
comparison aspects and the viewpoints. The aspects refer to the

three topics, and the viewpoints refer to the concrete semantic

information in the argument. For fluency and informativeness, the

annotators are asked to rate the arguments on a Likert scale from 1

(worst) to 3 (best). We provide descriptions and sample arguments

for each scale. For content quality, we have the annotators choose

one from the following options: (1) “doesn’t have any aspects in

Reference”, (2) “have some but not all aspects in Reference”, (3)

“have all the aspects but not all the viewpoints in Reference”, and

(4) “have all the aspects and viewpoints in Reference”.
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SCAGml-valid SCAGml-test
B-2 B-4 R-2 R-L MTR B-2 B-4 R-2 R-L MTR

M1 5.90 2.30 4.00 15.97 11.49 5.36 1.82 3.79 15.54 11.14

M2 15.14 5.96 10.91 27.28 13.01 14.27 5.56 10.66 27.96 12.68

M3 15.28 5.87 11.05 27.48 12.94 13.89 5.45 10.66 27.19 12.29

M4 16.22 6.53 11.62 28.46 13.64 15.66 6.18 11.65 29.18 13.37

M5 16.00 5.87 11.74 28.79 13.54 14.65 6.19 12.15 28.56 12.81

M6 15.89 6.55 11.50 28.46 13.44 14.81 6.11 11.67 28.30 12.77

M7 16.88 6.51 12.51 30.26 14.35 16.19 6.75 12.75 30.18 13.91

Table 4: Results of the seven models on SCAGml data. We have three observations: (1) transfer learning is helpful (M5 vs M2,
M6 vs M3, M7 vs M4); (2) topic-guided generation with the accurate topic of arguments is effective (M4 vs M2, M7 vs M5); (3)
generation guided by predicted topics doesn’t perform well (M3 vs M2/M4, M6 vs M5/M7).

Fluency Informativeness Content Quality

M1 2.86 2.41 14.7%

M2 2.96 2.37 29.2%

M4 2.90 2.44 57.2%

M5 2.98 2.37 37.8%

M7 2.96 2.46 76.1%

Table 5: Human evaluation results.

5.2 Automatic Evaluation Results on SCAG
We investigate whether the language models can generate high

quality 𝐶𝑚𝑝𝐴𝑟𝑔 after fine-tuned end-to-end on a large amount of

data in SCAG. Table 3 shows that the scores are low. For examples,

B-2 is lower than 0.08, and R-2 is lower than 0.05. So, unfortunately

the answer to Q1 is “no” – BART cannot generate high-quality

comparative arguments when fine-tuned and evaluated on SCAG.

5.3 Automatic Evaluation Results on SCAGml
Table 4 shows the automatic evaluation results.

Transfer learning from out-of-domain data is helpful. We are cu-

rious if training with large data with various undefined topics (i.e.,

SCAG) can help the text generation on a small, topic-constrained

dataset (i.e., SCAGml). We adopt continuous training (a basic strat-

egy for transfer learning) in M5, M6, and M7 models. We first train

the models on SCAG, fine the best checkpoint, and then continue

training them on SCAGml from it. We compare them against M2,

M3, M4 models, respectively. Results show that the models that are

warmed up by training on SCAG consistently perform better.

Topic-guided generation is effective. In SCAGml every training

example has a labelled topic of the output argument. In the models

M4 and M7, we use this oracle topic to guide the argument gen-

eration. We compare them against the models M2 and M6 that do

not have the topic guidance, respectively. The results show that

on both the validation and test sets, M4 and M7 outperform M2

and M6, respectively. To answer Q2, the oracle topic guidance can
bridge topic gap and improve argument generation.

BART and BERT cannot accurately predict the topic of comparative
arguments. Given a concatenation of 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑡_𝐴, 𝐹𝑡𝑥𝑡_B, and 𝑆𝑚𝑟𝑦

as input, we train sequence classification models based on BART

or BERT to classify the comparison aspect into the three labelled

categories. Unfortunately, the models achieves a micro-F1 of ∼0.68

on the validation set and a micro-F1 of ∼0.67 on the test set. We are

concerned on that they are not good enough to guide the generation.

As shown in Table 4, the models M3 and M6 that are guided by

the predicted topics do not perform better or significantly better

than (1) M2 and M5 which do not adopt topic guidance at all or (2)

M4 and M7 that are guided by the oracle topics. The answer to Q3
is “probably no” – predicting the topics directly with a sequence

classifier is not accurate enough to be an effective topic guidance.

5.4 Human Evaluation Results on SCAGml
Fluency and informativeness. All five models get similar and high

scores in terms of fluency. Among them, M5 (transferred from

SCAG) gets the highest score of 2.98 out of 3. However, the worst

model, M1, still gets a score of 2.86. This shows that the language

model BART is capable of generating fluent and grammatically

correct texts, so fluency is not an essential issue in our problem.

As for informativeness, we observe that the scores of all the five

models are also of a small variance.

Content quality. We ask human evaluators to judge whether the

generations have the comparison aspects and viewpoints of the

references written by the original authors. From Table 5 we observe

that only 29.2% of M2’s generations have all the comparison aspects

of the references. With oracle topic guidance, M4 gets 57.2%, which

is improved by +28%. With transfer learning, M5 also outperforms

M2 with a score of 37.8%, but the improvement of M5 is relatively

smaller than topic guidance. With both topic guidance and transfer

learning, M7 gets the highest score of 76.1%, which is improved by

+47% when compared to M2. Therefore, we claim that the aspects to

make comparison play an important role in generating comparative

arguments. The key challenge of comparative argument generation

is to accurately identify aspects and viewpoints. Extra knowledge

data or advanced models are needed to achieve this goal.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we introduced a novel yet important NLP task called

scientific comparative argument generation. We created and re-

leased a dataset SCAG for benchmarking, and created the SCAGml

dataset with labelled output argument topics. On SCAGml, em-

pirical studies revealed that the input-output topic gap is the key

challenge of the task by showing: (1) fine-tuning BART cannot di-

rectly yield high quality generations; (2) topic guidance significant
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improves the content quality of argument generation; (3) infer-

ring output topics given input texts is challenging. Future work

can explore creative approaches to identify the output topics, such

as incorporating citation graphs, integrating knowledge data, and

leveraging retrieval augmentation techniques, to look for evidence

related to the inputs. Nevertheless, we believe that SCAG will in-

spire the future work of comparative argument generation, from

reasoning, scientific text analysis, to generation of coherent and

correct text.
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